The Friars celebrated a Thanksgiving Mass for all relatives and benefactor of the friars in the Vietnam Delegation, who help us in our daily life and pray for vocation. After the Mass the Friars served the guests supper followed by the blessing of gift for guests. The student friars thanked the formator with greeting for the new year and received the “Red envelopes.”
For Lunar New Year (Tet) the student friars take food packages to the poor people in the neighborhood.

To celebrate the Lunar New Year, the Friars at the Annuciation Friary in Cu Chi gave food bag to a blind group from the area.
For Lunar New Year, "Banh Chung" (square glutinous rice cake) is a traditional cake of Vietnamese people in Tet Holidays. For the Vietnamese, making "Banh Chung" is the ideal way to express gratitude to their ancestors and homeland.
Postulancy Friary construction in Cu Chi

Some photos of the progress on the construction of the new Postulancy Friary in Cu chi. Our Friars are doing much of the construction themselves. The dedication of this new house is scheduled for March 2, 2019.
Birthday’s celebration of the month of January

Our friars at St. Anthony Friary joined together with Fr. John the Baptist The Nguyen, friar. Giuse Duc Tran and Brother Duc to celebrate their birthdays in this month.